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Still no leads in Murray disappearance
zling over scant amounts of evidonee." Dean of Students Don
Omahan voiced the feelings of the

BY JENNY MCDEVITT
Senior Staff Reporter
Emily Murray is still missing.
Two weeks after the junior
philosophy and religious studies
major from the Cleveland suburb
of Shaker Heights first disappeared, investigators are still puz-

DEMOCRACY

entire Kenyon community, saying,
"It's the not knowing that's frustrating."
However, while no newjnforrnation has surfaced, it is not for
lack of effort. The investigation

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

extends from Kenyon Safety and
Security to the Knox County Sheriff to the Federal Bureau of lnvestigation.
. "The primary responsibility
for the investigation is exactly
where it needs to be-with
the
Sheriff's office," said Omahan.
"We [Kenyon College] are cooperating as much as we can. We
have offered manpower, and they
have taken advantage of it. [Director of Security and Safety} Dan
Werner has been very involved."
Werner said, "We have followed up on every rumor we have
heard, and have pursued them both
on and off campus." Werner also
referred to this weekend's search
of the Kokosing River after an 11
year old boy reported seeing a
body floating in the water. According to the Mount Vernon News,

nothing was found and at no time
did Knox County Sheriff David
Barber suspect any connection to
Murray's absence.
Barber was repeatedly unavailable for comment regarding
either the Murray investigation or
the Kokosing River search. However, in an interview with the Columbus Dispatch, Barber was
quoted as saying, "The longer
she's gone without anyone hearing
from her, it is not a good sign in a
case like this."
According to both Omahan
and Werner, the FBI became involved last week. Agents from the
Bureau's Columbus office conducted lengthy interviews with a
number of people.
"The FBI became involved
because it could extend the bound
see MURRAY. page four

Emily Murray '02 is still missing.
Please contact the Knox County
Sheriff's Department at (740) 3973333 if you have any inforrnarion.

New sororities request recognition
Sherman ?entl PlaIm Beach PoOl, via Associatd Press

Senate to vote next meeting; secret ballot proposal approved
BY TARYN MYERS

Demonstrators protested on Thursday in West Palm Beach, Fla.,
where thousands of ballots have been disqualified and where some'
have demanded a new vote there for president. Protesters were
restrained to me sidewalk early in the day, but the crowd later swelled
and flowed into the street.

BY ROBBlE KETCHAM
Staff Reporter

.

Ulf Nilsson, Kenyon College
associate professor of philosophy
since 1991, has resigned from the
college faculty and will leave the
school at the end of this semester.
His second-semester Introduction
to Philosophy and Nineteenth Century Philosophy classes will be
taught by Greg Osborne, currently
completing his Ph.D. at the University of Chicago. According to
COllege Provost Ronald Sharp, his
decision comes from a desire "to
pu rsue a career outside academia."
Nilsson declined comment.
According to Sharp, Nilsson's
resignation was foreseen, as he had
"informed [the Kenyon administration 1 in advance of the possibil-

Staff Reporter
The issue of whether or not
two new sororities should be recognized at Kenyon was discussed
at the Senate meeting Tuesday,
Sept. 15. The sororities in question
are Epsilon Delta Yu and Alpha
Beta Pi. Each is currently very
small. Epsilon is composed only of
its four founding members and
Alpha is composed of its five. The
members of these two organiza-

'"'tions were invited to come to the
meeting to argue their case in front
of the Senate.
Erin McConnell '03, of Epsilon, explained her group's basic
premise, saying, "The four of us
came together to form a sorority
because we felt that there was
some animosity toward incoming
freshmen from female upperclassmen,"
She said that the group would
make an effort to eliminate this tension by bringing freshmen and

upperc1ass females together.
Through this, they would "try to
make [women] feel welcome, to
teach them how to be slron$:'"
McConnell also explained
her goal for female unity at
Kenyon, saying, "We hope to
strengthen all of the women's
groups on campus ... Women on
this campus are S5 percent. That's
the majority, but we don't feel that
women have as strong a voice as
see SORORITIES,

page two

Uniform evaluations to be used
First time standardized faculty evaluations put in practice
BY DANIEL CONNOllY
News Editor
For the first time, Kenyon will
administer
a standard course
evaluation form this semester, putting its policies in line with those
of many other liberal arts colleges.
Until this semester, Kenyon
professors created and administered their own end-of-course student surveys and were under no
obligation to pass along. these
course evaluations to anyone else.
At the end of this semester,

students will fill out a short standardevaluation form which will be
centrally processed and become
part of the professor's dossier, the
folder of documents used in declsions for promotion and tenure. Professors need not use the
evaluation form for all of their
courses. Non-tenured faculty must
1111 \ 111\1.1 \\

Cloudy. Lows around
30.
Friday: Cloudy. Highs in the mid
3Os. Chance of snow 40 percent.

TODlgbt:

use the evaluation forms in at least
two courses per semester and tenured professors
must use the
forms in at leasl one course per
semester.
Faculty are still free to create
and administer evaluation forms
tailored 10 their own courses in
see EVALUATIONS, page three
I \lllIl,
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Saturday: Partly cloudy. Highs
in the upper 308.
Suaday: Mostly cloudy. Highs
in the upper 305.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
tne men do." She added, "We just
want to be heard as an active part
of the campus."
The Beta
women
also
clearly laid out the goals of their
organization, which arc similar
to those of Epsilon, but also encompassing
academic motivation, including an annual banquet to recognize sisters with a
OPA of 3.5 or higher. The minimum OPA required 10 slay a
member is 2.0. Senate member
and Associate Professor of Religious Studies Vernon Schubel
criticized Ihis standard, asking
why the members had "set the
bar so low." Bela response to this
criticism was that they set- standards akin fa those maintained in
fraternities.
Schubel also expressed concern over Whether or not Greek

life on campus should expand at
all. He said, "I feel that I represent a large number of women
who tell me that the reason they
came to Kenyon was to no small
extent because the Greek system
was not dominant socially on
this campus."
In response, potential Epsilon Jessica Lee '03 said, "I think
people who have a prejudice
against sororities
may not be
considering the benefits of our
sorority ... We want to be a positive influence on campus ... All
of our intentions, as stated in the
charter, are good and true."
Both sororities will be very

service-oriented,
working with
women and children in the community. Said McConnel "We are
residents of Knox County, and
we want really take advantage of
that and be a part of that."
Both organizations also discussed the nature of the social
events that they would host.
Each group expressed the desire
to have events that would include the entire student body.
The Epsilons took their stand a
step further, saying, "We would
like to provide non-alcoholic
events for everyone. on campus."
In further arguing the case
of both sororities,
McConnell
said, "I'm looking for starting a
new tradition of strong, female
sisterhood [at Kenyon]."
The point was made during
the course of the discussion that
the Greek Council is currently 80
percent male. This point was
_ poignantly
reemphasized
in a
leiter of recommendation
from
Crozier Center Manager, Shayla
Myers '02, in which she said,
"As long as tilat system [a Greek
system] exists here at Kenyon,
women need-to be given equal
opportunity to be part of it and
have a voice' within it."
The vote on this subject was
delayed because the meeting
went longer than expected, and
the Senate wishes to discuss
what they learned from the potential sorority members before
reaching a final decision. Before
the members of the potential so-
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November 9 - 14, 2000
Nov. 9, 12:30 p.m. - Vandalism
at Old Kenyon - broken ceiling
tiles.
Nov. 9. 9:04 p.m. - Theft of item
from Peirce Hall TV lounge.
Nov. 10, 2:52 p.m. - Medical call
at Chalmers Library regarding an
injured employee. The employee
was transported to the hospital.
Nov. 10, 7:20 p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Hanna
Hall.
Nov. 10, 9:55 p.m. - Vandalism
at Lewis Hall - broken window.
Nov. 11, 9:40 a.m. - Vandalism
at-Old Kenyon - window broken.
Nov. 12. 1:05 1I.m. - Unregistered
party and keg at New Apartments.
Nov. 12,1:188.m. - Unregistered
party at New Apartments.
Nov. 12, 1;18 p.m .• Vandalism
to door at Old Kenyon.
Nov. 12, 1:42 8.m •• Noise comAIJ\'I
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pl~intconcerningstudent
gathering in off campus housing.
Nov. 12, 2:05 e.m. - Medical call
regarding aft i_ stsdenr at Bexley
Place. The College physician was
notified.
Nov. 12,3:45 a.m .. Vandalism chair broken outside of Old
Keny7)O.
Nov. 12,5:46 a.m. - Vandalism
in Leonard Hall - broken lights.
Nov. 13, 11:06 p.m. - Vanda_lism
at McBride Residence - holes
drilled in blocks.
Nov. 13. 4:45 p.m. - Student reporting threatening e-mails.
Nov. 14,2:30 a.m. - Vandalism
to and theft from vending machine at Old Kenyon.
Nov. 14, 7:52 p.m. - Fire alarm
at Gambier Deli - alarm activated
by food burnt in the oven. The
alann was reset.
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rorities were even admitted to
the room, there was controversy
among the Senate regarding the
subject of the vote itself.
Schubel
suggest-ed
that
when the time came to vote on
the issue, it be a paper ballot.
"This is a very small and tight
community that we're talking
IA~out ... This is exactly the kind
of situation
where
people
shouldn't be in the position of
having to raise their hand and be
public in front of the newspaper
and press and everybody and
say, 'I voted against this person
for that reason;" he said.
Freshman Senate representative John York agreed, saying,
"I think that this is a pretty personal decision, and, as good as
their arguments
for voting
against or for are, I don't think
anyone wants to stand' up and
say 'This is why your organization didn't get appr.Q,l:,ed.'"
In response, however, sev'eral Senate members voiced
their concern that their fellow
members should be .eble 10 defend their positions on any voleand thus should not be concerned whether or not the publie knew how. they ...voted. Senate secretary Torrey Androski
'02 was particularly adamant in'
expressing
this point to the
group. "1 just feel like this will
interfere with the job that I have
to do ... You guys are representing people, you're in the government. If you are scared to be a
representative,
then.
you
shouldn't be here," she said.
Senate Co-Chair Andrew
Dinsmore '01 further elaborated
when he said, "I feel that we
should make the views open to the
student body. This is not really a
secret" organization. We're here
representing the students and faculty, so I feel that the decisions
should be public."
Although Senate meetings
are, in principle, open to public
and anyone who is interested
could allend, Androski brought up
that point when she said, "These
meetings are not publicized. No
one says anything about them.
These meetings are immensely
hidden from the public."
After agreeing that the presence of a Collegian reporter at every meeting did, in fact, make the
meetings relatively public, the
Senate voted on how to vote in regards to the sorority issue and decided to do a paper vole.
In evaluating whether or not
the Senate will recommend that
the Greek Council officially recognize the sororities, the guidelines instruct them to keep three
criteria in mind: leadership, organization and the potential of the
group to continue.
Their next meeting, when
the vote will occur, is tentatively
scheduled for Tuesday, Nov. 28
during common hour.

'I just feel like this [secret voting) will interfere with the job that I have 10 do ... You guys
are representing people, you're in the government If you are. scared to be a represenlalive,
then you shouldn't be here.'
- Torrey Androski '02

Nilsson: tenure
denied two years ago
CDNTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
Nilsson's petition for tenure."
Many sources report such to be a
factor in Ihis tenure decision.
While Sharp "cannot comment
on personnel mailers, which are
private and confidential,"
he
confirmed
that "Professor
Nillson had been scheduled to be
reviewed for tenure during this
academic year. After his resignation, that review was obviously cancelled:">:
Before joining the Kenyon
faculty, Nilsson attended Denison
University, where he received, a
Bachelor
of Arts degree and
graduated with highest honors, Phi
Beta Kappa scholar and valedictorian for the class of 1984. He

,

j
i
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earned a Ph.D. from the University of Chicago in 1993, where
he acted as a lector. In addition
to his teaching duties at Kenyon.
which have focussed on political and nineteenrh-cennrry philosophy, Nilsson has been serving as chair of the school's Academic Infractions Board and alternate to the Judicial Board for
the semester.
"He's overall a really good
teacher,"
comments
Diana
Carroll
'04, a student
iri
Nusson'sPracucaf lssues in Eth-ics course, "and I have enjoyed
taking his class. He h~ led us in
a lot of interesting and controversial discussions and I'm sad
to see him go.".
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Evaluations: 'quantitative'
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as it appeared November 21 •.1985.

IS Yean Ago, November'13, 1985, The Village Deli began 10 brag
thai it had "'the largest imported beerselcetion in five counties." While
not running out of cold beer or Friday and Saturday nights used to be
a problem for the deli, new management stocked the shelves to ensure thai difficulty would not continue. With lOS imported beets and
4.0 domestic ones in addition 10 champagne and wine, student satisfaction took a turn for the better, even tbough Bosch remaiDCd the
most popular selection: "ii's good but inexpensive," reasoned coowner J. Andoner.
20 Years Ago, November

8, 1_.

The Kenyon College Dramatic

Club opened their show Hay Fever, starring Allison Janney, whose
"energy, humor and captivating stage presence will not be quickly
forgotten by anyone who saw the play," according to the Collegian
review.
1', lHS, The rules which regulated Ibc
presence of women in college dormitories came under review by the
Campus Senate prior to Fall Dance weekend. The Senate ruled to
leave the policy as it was, penniuing women to soci81ize in fraternity
lounges only on weekeDds,. from noon until 9 p.m. without a chaper-

3S Years Ago, November

one, or until midnighl if they were accompanied by

a cbaperone.

50 Years Ago, November 8. 1950, The misprinted school calendar
caused confusion as students were told that they would have two
more days of classes in the fall semester tban the calendar had designated. An irked student wrote in to the the CoUegian: "The facts,
plain and simple, are these: the students are stuck with two more
days of classes this semester than we are supposed to have, Ihe professors are technically receiving no financial compensation for the
exira two days; we are being allotted no more ~ksgiving
vacation
other than Thanksgiving Day itself, and we somehow lost two days
of the proposed Christmas vacation. The solution is simple. Either
we should have what constitutes a proper Thanksgiving holiday, or
we should get our lawful three weeks at Christmas."

I
I
I
I
I
I
L

_

quired 60 percent needed to
change the conditions of employment.
"I thought it would become
like an SAT score, "said one professor who had opposed the leg.
islation and asked that his name
nol be used. "It seemed thai it
was an attempt to come up with
a quantitative
number which
would not serve the purpose of
[constructive evaluation]."
The professor added tbat
he thought the questions on the
survey reflected "student opin-

,..,.._c :...,..,.,.
---~...... ..--

ions about the course" rather
than whether the professor had
actually been effective in teaching the necessary material. He
also said that new professors
teaching small courses could be
unduly affected by bad marks
from a few disgruntled students.
Other professors with whom
the Collegian spoke noted thai
the issue had come up in'the faculty several limes in previous
years before it was finally decided a lillie more than a year
ago.
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The standard faculty evaluation form to be given out the last day of

classes.

Campuswide 16 Days of
Activism to begin after break
BY ERIC IIAIUlERSON
Senior News Editor
The first day of class afler
Thanksgiving
break will mark
the first in the 16 Days ojAcliv-

ism Against Gender Violence.
The campus wide event will lest
until Dec. 10.
Sponsored by Crozier Center for women, along with 2S
participating organizations
and
eight sponsoring
offices.
16
Days will feature campus wide
films, discussions, speakers and
workshops.

16 Days of Activism
Against Gender Violence is in

I

I

mrmNUED
FROM PAGE ONE
addition to the standard form.
These additional
evaluations
may· be placed in a separate
supplement
to the professor's
standard dossier.
Students will be asked to
rank professors in eight different
areas, including effectiveness of
teaching and communication, as
well as helpful feedback they
provide 00 assignments.
Administration
of the standard evaluations will be. studentcoordinated in the absence of the
professor. Associate
Provosl,
Gregory Spaid will then compile
the results on summary sheets
stating how students ranked the
professors in each area. The results will not be available to the
public.
There is no space to add
other comments on the standard
sheet itself. Spaid said the faculty eventually decided that such
responses would be too open to
subjective
interpretation
and
hence would not serve the intended purpose of creating a uniform standard of evaluation,
He added that tbe college requests letters from students and.
faculty for all tenure and promotion decisions.
Until. tbis semester. professors conducted the evaluations
primarily
for their own use,
though some voluntarily placed
positive evalualions in their faculty review packets.
Tbe faculty approved Ihe
policy change at its Sept. 1999
meeting. Discussion was eceompanied by some degree of controversy, tbough the measure
passed witb more tban tbe re-

its 10th year as a national event.
and begins nationally on Nov.
25. However,
because
of
Kenyon's break. it will not begin here until Nov. 27.
The keynote lecture will be

given by Katie Koestner.
a
sexual assault survivor who lectures nationwide.
Said Shayla Myers '02,
manager of the Crozier, "She
was one of the first survivors
[of sexual assault] 10 come forward just when date rape and
sexual assault on college campuses
were
becoming
a
national issue." Koestner will
speak in Rosse Hall at 7 p.m.
on Dec. 6 and her visit was cosponsored
by Greek Council
and Crozier.
16 DGys will close with the
lightingofluminarjas
"in honor or
memory of survivors or victims of
gender violence," said Myers.
Luminarias are paper bags with
candles inside, which will Iinc
middle path from Old Kenyon to
Wiggin Street. Anyone who would
like to light one or several

luminarias may do so at 7 p.m. on
Oec.IO.

Said Myers, "The reason
we're doing it that way is so tbat
ii's a very personal and private
memorial. It also gives perticipants owrteISbip of the candles
and people walking by tbcm will
know that they are lit for victims
and survivors."
The luminarias will bum aU
nighl, according to Myers, "so that
you can't help but notice Ibcm."
The activities planned include panel discussions,
a
Snowden desert and discussion,
ashowingofThe
Brandon TeeM
Story and possibiy aquestion and
answer session with judicial
board.
"The goal is to demystify ju
dicial board and its processes, anc
hopefully it will make people mo"
Iikelytooomeforward, "saidMyen
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Council appoints Birru to academic affairs chair
BY GIL REYES
Editor-in-Chief
At Sunday's meeting Student
Council debated the appointment
of Meheret Birru '02 to ihe temporary chair of Academic Affairs.
Pending the approval of Student Council, on Nov. 11, theAcadernic Affairs Committee elected
Birru to replace Alys Spensley
'01. Spensley recently filled the
position of Student Council President when Ruth Crowell '02
stepped down for the semester
due to complications from an appendectomy.

Spensley explained how the
position of VP of Academic Affairs would normally be filled.
"What would happen if Ruth
was gone is that I would take her
spot and there'd be a campus
wide election," said Spensley.
"But since Ruth is only temporarily gone, there is only a temporary opening in the academic
affairs seat and the question is:
'Where do we get that person?"
Spensley mel with Dean of
Students Don Omahan, Associate Dean of Students Cheryl
Steele and Area Coordinator for
First-year Students Sam Hughes
to answer that question. Since
there is no specific precedent for
naming a temporary vice-president of Academic
Affairs,
Spensley, Omahan, Steele and

Hughes looked 10 an unwritten
understanding that in the absence
of a committee chair, a member
can temporarily represent him or
her in a Student Council meeting
and applied it 10 this situation.
Many members of Student
Council expressed concern that a
position which would normally be
filled through an election would in
this case be appointed by the committee. Citing the support of
Omahan, Steele and Hughes,
Spensley said, "Student Council
can appoint a temporary chair. The
problem is that it hasn't been done
before:' Although through this understandingan appointee can have
a voice in a meeting, it still leaves
in question whether or not he or
she has a right fa vote.
Junior Class Representative
Nick Deifel said. "In that precedent I sat on Council twice last
year for Jeremy [Suhr '02] as Student Lectureships Chair, but Idid
not have a vote, I had a voice ...
does Meheret only have a voice?"
Student Council cited several of the important campus issues likely 10 be debated this semester, including the possibility
of removing a Greek Council
vote to the Senate, as reason~ to
have as ma.ny voting members as
possible. Student Council then
voted to appoint Birru. She will
serve as temporary chair of Academic Affairs for the remaining

'But since Ruth is only temporarily gone,
there is only a temporary opening in the academic affairs seat and the question is: 'Where
do we get that person?'
-Alys Spensley '01
Temporary Student Council President
A

MODEL

Senate and Student Council
meetings this semester and will
have a voice and vote in both organizations' meetings.
"There were many different
solutions and we [Student Council} had to find the best way to resolve the situation," said Spensley.
"I think we found the [way] most
represntative
of the Student

Body."
Deifel

recognized the appointment. "I wanted to address
my concerns at first but I was
eventually
persuaded,"
said
Deife!. "It's something we have
to look at and change, but we
needed someone to fill the position." He is optimistic that revisions in the constitution will be

on tbe agenda for next semester.
It is likely that a chain of command will be established.
the
now defunct Resident Advisory
Council will have its seat removed and changes made last
year, such as the addition of voting seats for Student Lectureships and Social Board, will be
worded and ratified.

Murray: FBI joins search
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
aries [of the search] nationwide," said Werner. Werner
also noted FBI involvement
made it possible for the Centcr for Missing and Exploited
Children to take action in this
case. Otherwise,
the Center
could
not be' involved
as
Murray is over the age of 18.
"I am-pleased with the way
things have been handled,"
said Omahan. "The Sheriff's
office contacted the FBI at the
appropriate point, and the: FBI
has had their staff in cities of
interest [to Murray] on alert."
The Collegian was unable to
contact the FBI for comment.
In addition to confirming
FBI involvement, Omahan also
confirmed
that Murray's parents were also in Gambier last
week.
"Emily's
parents
were
here, but they have left. However, everything that is done is
done in consort with them and
in accordance
with
their
wishes. We have been in constant contact,"
Omahan said.
He also commented,
"They
have been very appreciative
of
the support from Kenyon."

According to the Dispatch
article, the Murray family is
trying 10 remain optimistic.
"In some ways we feel
hopeful because the car hasn't
been found," Murray's sister
Nicky is quoted as saying.
That same article,
however, along with other articles
printed in The Cleveland Plain
Dealer, mentioned
Murray's
history of depression.
At the
time of her disappearance,
though, Murray did not appear
troubled or unhappy.
Omahan
reiterated
his
feelings from previous statements, saying, "We are concerned, very concerned.
Our
thoughts and prayers are wlth
Emily and her family. We are

,
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hoping for a good outcome."
Werner
echoed similar
sentiments, encouraging
students to come forward with
any amount of information.
"We are keeping our eyes
and ears open," he said. "No
piece of information
is too
small. Let us make the determination of relevance,"
Anyone with any leads as
to Murray's Whereabouts
is
asked to contact or the Knox
County Sheriff's Department
at 397-3333.

WANTING TO ADOPT
Happily married couple
in our late twenties
awaiting the blessing of
our fITS! child. Call
Michele and Les toll free:
t-866-443-8580.

STUDY

OUTSIDE
NEXT
SEMESTER

TEAM

The Castle Rock Institute sponsors an off-campus
study program that combines Humanities courses
and outdoor

adventure

activities.

• Earn 16 hours of Humanities credit
• Enjoy hiking, climbing, biking, and paddling
• Live with a sma11 group in a mountain Iodge
• Work closely with your professors
Linrited space available for Spring 2001: Feb. 5 - May 14
Call today, or visit the CRI website

to request an application .

•

AmyGaikse

Last weekend the Kenyon model United Nations team wenr to Case Western Reserve to parricipate
with the Cleveland National Model UN team. Pictured are, clockwise, sophomores Peng Wu, Amy
Gallese, Cheyne Blair, Cassie Brown, Rose Talbert and Margaret Rose.

Castle Rock Institute

m, Brevard, NC 28712 828-862-3759
WWW.castle-rock.org

P.O. Box
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•
16TH

AT!(ENYON

I/A~R.OUND
OHiO

Take a walk down the path
Thurs. 16th

• 1£.cruRF.: MwssA DAllAKlS: "AIN'T I AWOMAN?: THE VISUAL
01mJRE Of i'MAN<JP.<I1ON"
Olir, Auditorium,

Tu".28th

Take a drive

11: 10 a.m.

• REGGm SAND"... ""' 1lAoi
Storer Recital Hall, 11: 10 a.m.
• D=

Wed. 29th

THE REEL WORLD
Opening Tomorrow
• THE6TH DAY(Arnold Scbwanenegger, Rebert Duval) A thriller about a pilot who is
. believed to be dead and returns home to find he has been replaced by a human clone.
", BOUNCE(Ben Affiedt, Gwyneth PaltroW) A young man falls in love with the widow of
[he traverler for whom he gave-up his airplane seat. Rated PG~13.
• How TIlE GRINCHSTOLECHRISTMAS (jim Caney. Molly Shannon) Based on the Dr.

Fri. 17th

Seuss smry of the same ride. Rated PG
• RUGIl.ATSIN PARIS: THE MOVIE (Susan Sarandon. Jon Lithgow. Debbie Reynolds) An
animaried movie about babies who travel Paris in search of a dinosaur at a theme park.

Rated G.

Opening November 24th
A re-release of the animate sequel

to

101 Dalmati(J1lS. Rated G.
• MALENA An adolesent boy from Sicily falls in lOW' widt a widow &om WWII.
• QUIllS (Kate Wmslet, Geoffrey Rush) Fum about the final days of the author Marquis"

de Sade, imprisoned in an asylum in 1807. Rated R.
'
• UNBREAKABLE(Bruce Willis, Samuel L. Jackson. Robin Wrlpt Penn) A thriller about a
man who learns that he has exrrcdinary human powers after he is the sole survivor of a
train wreck. Rated PG·13.

Aun

A_

J.V"\

L

Sat. 18th

F lXATION

~,

!lABy UMONADE, The High Lift Suite
BACKSlREErBoYs, Black and £JIm
fR¥KAH IlAo<i, Mama's Gun
CAPoNE-N-NOREAGA, The lInmWn
THE'CHFMICALB1vIHFJls, Music lIesptmse

SaMe, Spherts
• DAW CoYEJtoAu;, Into th. Light
DEI1'lUUM,Potsm
DaoutE, King Befi'" His lime
DIAMONOHEAD, Diamond Nights
DREAMP1I'E,Antique Disa;t<r
F.cHoUOY,Volume2
TYJa &<GwID, H¥wa;y< and DanahaIIs
ENYA,A Day Without Rain
G·
The Embamssing Post
GRADE,
ROUP 87, Group 87

FJ:roN JOHN, On< NIfftt Only
G!ADI'S i<NIGHr, At U1St
KItEJIlwl. KrridInMEMPHIs Bl£EK, The Undmirtanding
NOFX, 1klttks to th. Ground
P=c.<n:>.I'IvF. The 5th &Iem< .. Matador
SIc< Of IT Au. Youn Tru&
DJ AND!l£ 0xliNs, 5 Borough< The Bronx
SnO<Y F!NGAz. The ~ofKN<
T-LoVE, The Long Way Back
THE TFlJ'SOOPI'S, SmttosfW
VrrAMiN C. MOT<
THEWAlll.OCX5, The Wmi«k>
Wu- TANG CLAN, The ·W"
NEIL YOUNG, Road!lJJck vo/l

ZI.P Automatic
PA,u. ot<aKR"'
L.. -'-b'.
SouNonlAcK.

DwEE:zn.

BRASILEIRA,5:01 Bar, 501 N. ParkSt, Columbus
THE 1AsT !'tAN, Alrosa Villa, 5055 SinOO, Rd, Columbus
MARevVAUGHN,Braddock's, 1470 Granview Ave, Columbus
DRIFT, Braaenhead Pub, 56 N. High St, Columbus
MAoRUGADA, Dick', Don, 2417 N. High Sr, Columbus
THE BLOODHOUND GANG w/CAvw., Newport Music Hall, 1722 N.
High St, Columbus
TREE HUGGlN' HIPPIES, 2 Rascal's Pub, 2123 Eakin Rd. Columbus
MEN 0' Lasuas, 5,Ql Bar, 501 N. High St, Columbus
TERRY DAVIDSON & rus G£AIl.S, Average Joe's 'Road.hous:. 4195
Lincoln Park Ct, Columbus
MARY JANE, B=k-A- Way Lounge, 5157 Sinclair Rd, Columbus
MARx BRtNGARDNEJl,Brian BolUS Pub House, 240 N. Ubeny S, PowdI
BRASIl.EIM,Dick', Don, 2417 N. High St, Columbus
OJ KARENVOWEL,Eldcredos, 4%8 N. High S, Columbus
RED W A>mNG BWE, Falnnegans, 6835 Cain, Rd, Dublin
IIAa< PORCH SwING 1lAND,Hawk', Tavern at tire Mill, 431
S. Columbus S, Lancaster
JUICY, High Bock, 564 S. High Sr, Columbus
REcANoMICS, Lu:llow's Bar. 485 S. Front St, Columbus
CoIlRllOlVE VENGEANCE,1lRak-A- Way Lounge. 5157 smdaU Rd, Cdumbu.
NtGIIT TRAIN, Brian Bcms, 647 N. H;gh S, Columbw
ZEN BWES 1lAND,Brian BolU', Pub Huwo, 240 N. Liborty S, PowdI
HorHou ... Dick',Don,2417N.H;gh~CoIumbw
JONZEI, Flannagan$, 6835 Caino Rd, Dublin
SMOKESTA<I<1JGHTENlNG, Halftime Tavom, 5019 Ol,ncmgy
Rd, Columbw

i'nrecord stores Tues. lIst

8 BAIL& MJG, <-- Ag< fUr Eua

-

THE LIVE WIRE

BlIJM

Thurs. 16th

t

VENTS

.CHAR1£S DICKENS' A CmuSTMAS URoLt
Classic tale of'Tiny Tun, Mr. Scrooge and the spirits of Christmas, Ohio theatre,

Higley Auditorium, 10: 15 p.m.

I

IE

Stories ofWmnie the Pooh, Christopher Robbin and their friends. Phoenix
. Theater Circle, Riffe Center, Columbus
.CoLUMBUS BWE JACKET'S HocKEn
Games: Nov. 17 vs. Florida, Nov. 19 vs. Vancouver. Nov. 25 vs, Dallas.
Nationwide Arena, 200 w: Nationwide Blvd. Columbus ..

CtmieI; 9 p.m.
• OPFNMJcNtGIIT
Hum Multipurpose Room, 10:15 p.m.

• 102 DALMATIONS
(Glen Cose, Geranl'Dcpardieu)

F ESTlVAlS

.WINNIE 1HE POOH.

• WFST WING VIEWING

OF KmwuNA.

I

Columbus, November 24th~26th.

ANDDISCl!SSION
Snowden, 8 p.m.

• FnM: THELost HavoR

EXHIBITS

Fri. 24th

Sat. 25th,

Ri=

3RD CoNTACT, Hawk', Ta"'," at tire Mill, 431 S. Cdumbu. St, l.an=
CoN1llOVERSY, H;gh Bock, 564 S. H;gh S""" Columbw
FAT DOG, Tho Lazy <lwnekon, 4028 Pt<Odontial Pkwy, CoIwnbw
DI= INFEJlNO, Ludlow', Bar, 485 S. From ~ Co1umbw
WINI"ERSTREET,Pauky', 3582 T...... A"" CoIumbw
1'RtMrnM£ BWES BANo, Brian BolU$, 647 N. High S, CoIumbw
DEL'" CHa!snAN, Brian BolU', Pub Ho"", 240 N. Ubeny S. PowdI
AuERDEEMSUM & WIllY BtGLEY,l).xU),n, 2417 N. HiP> St, Cdumbu.
FouR STOIllFS, Fats Billiard., 2992 Haydon Run Plaza, Columbw
SuO< NtCKEL, Hawk', Ta""" at tire Mill, 431 & Cdumbu.St, lmcastot
CoNSPIRACY,High Bock, 564 S. High S, Colum~w
JOHNNYCWWSS, Ludlow', Bar, 485 S. From S" Colwnbw
SoUl.FlNGEll, Sborr North Tavcm, 1884 T anunar!< Citel" Columbw
1..oAoED, B=k-A-Way Loungo, 5157 Sinclm Rd, Columbw
TANYATuCXEJl, Capitol Mu.ic Hall, Wi=ling, WV
CHROME, Flannagan'" 6835 Caino Rd, Columbw
ELEcnuc MUD, HalItim, Tavcm, 5019 Olontangy Rd, Co1wnbw
THllESHoU>, Hawk', Tavcm at tire Mill, 431 S. Cdumbu. St, lmcastot

DIRECf COMMENTS & SUGGFSTIONS TO SARA PECORAK AT PECORAKS@KENYON.EDU
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Anonymous Representation
What is the point of student representatives if
they are afraid to stand behind their votes?
Kenyon's eyes have been watching our nationally elected
officials, but should probably turn their attention to our very
own Senate. In yesterday's meeting Senate discussed whether
or not two sororities should be recognized at Kenyon and
although they postponed the final vote until the next meeting,
they came to the conclusion that the vote will be held by a paper
vote.
By voting in secrecy, Senate members have managed to
eliminate accountability
for their votes.
Senate acts as a
representative body. Each member represents a different voice
in the community.
How are we to know if we are being
represented, if we are not given the right to know how our
representatives votc? While we acknowledge that Senate faces
many difficult decisions, we also recognize that as a representative body, they have an obligation to be held accountable for
the decisions they make. The members of Senate gave up their
right to anonymity when they became members of a decisionmaking body at Kenyon.
Senate's choice to cast a paper vote sets a dangerous
precedent. If this issue is worthy ofa secret ballot, who is to say
that other issues will not be? If they decide to pursue smoking
issues, will they decide to cast a secret ballot because they fear
repercussions
from thc many smokers on campus? Or on the
pending issue of the Greek Council seat, will that once again be
a paper vote?
From recommending approval of sororities to defining the
sexual misconduct policy, members of Senate make important
decisions. They are given the right to make.those decisions by
the students and faculty they represent. With that right comes
the responsibility to stand behind their decisions and raise their
hands publically, to show us how we are being represented.
There is more to this secret vote than just the anonymity of
the representatives.
In this vote, it will be very difficult for
members of Senate to be both pro-women and anti-Greek. One
of the arguments brought fth aorgainstthe presence of a Greek
Council seat is that Kenyon's Greeks are male-dominated
and
therefore not representative. of the Kenyon community. Increasing the presence of Greek females would help bring
women's voices into Greek life, but it also strengthens the
argument in favor of a Greek Council seat by making it more
representative.
So how does Senate solve the PR problems of
the pro-women, anti-Gre~
members?
Vote by secret ballot.

Rtf\(
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Office: CIIa!;e Tower at lhe top of Peirce Hall,!; main stairway
Mailing address: 11Ie Ketry(Jil ColJegil:ul, Student Activities Cerser, Gantlier, OH 43022.
Business address; P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
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10 lhe campus and lhe world at large. The opinions expressed on Ihis page belong only
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KenYQfI
Collegian slaff. A1t members of the community are welcome to express opinions
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subject to space, inlerest and appropriatem:ss. Members oftlle editorial board reserve
the righltonject
any submission. The views expressed in tile paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.

Phil Hands
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Low _attendance at 'Journey' was not fault of Social Board
First and foremost, Iwould like
to take this opportunity to thank all
of those people who worked to make
The Journey a successful event. I
owe a special thank you and debt of
gratitude to the Social Board. This
groupof dedicated sludentsdevoted
countless hours ohime and effort to
this event and they deserve special
recognition. Secondly, Iwould like
to respond to the editorial printed in
the November 2 edition of the Collegian. The editorial begins by
questioning the scheduling of The
Journey on Halloween weekend. I
realize that Halloween weekend is
generally a-busy weekend here at
Kenyon. Unfortunately, after putting in a bid on The Journey tour,
routing was such that Halloween
weekend was the only time that this
show would be able to stop at
Kenyon. As the chair of Social
Board, I cannot begin to tell you
how many times I have heard students complain that nothing "big"
ever comes to Kenyon. Isaw this
tour as an opportunity to bring a

large event, with significant name
bolster attendance at our event.
recognition, to campus. Iwill admit
Rather, it was an effort to safeguard
that the attendance at the event was the campus. In all honesty, my greatnot what Ihad hoped for, but those
estconcemwasthatpeopleattending
people who were there appeared to this show from off-campus would
beenjoyingthemselves. In myopinwander into parties following the
ion, this made the event a success.
show. Idid not want to run the risk
Overthe course of this year and of having a non-Kenyon student
last year, I have accepted' the fact become iJl due to drinking too much
that, no matter what type of event is or, worse, drink. too much and descheduled by Social Board, there cide to drive home. Had something
will always be other things going on like this happened. the liability asaround campus. Noamountofpubsumed L.
>elf, Social Board, the
licity or planning can predict how group serv •. ,g alcohol and tbe colmany people will attend an event.
lege in general, would have been
The Social Board and I made the 'devastating. Personally, I did not
decision to open this event to memrealize that the keg issue was as
bers of the community outside of
important as it has been made out to
Kenyon. Press releases were given
be. Iapologize to those who were
to The Columbus Dispatch, The inconvenienced by this request.
MOWlt Vernon News, local high
As for The Journey being an.
schools and area colleges. Again, it event intended tonval SummerSend
was impossible to predict how many
Off, I never made that statement,
people would respond 10 these ads.
nor had Iheard it before reading it in
This leads me to the issue of the . the Collegian. As for the numbers
kegs. The Social Board request for printed in the Collegian, whilethose
Saturday evening to be without reg- were interesting figures, they were
istered kegs was not an attempt to incorrect. I must say, Iwas rather
confused as to the entire point of the
editorial. The information printed
ing they'd take a serious look at our was incorrect, poorly expressed and
academic departments is asking a any sort of a coherent argument was
little much). And doesn't it seem
absent. Was the point of the editomore like security's job to ensure
rial to mock the Social Board for
our environment is safe (from our attempting to bring something new
own stupidity, perhaps, but more
and interesting to campus? Or, was
importantly from external dangers)
it written with the intent to educatethan to run down all those evil 18 to Social Board on how to schedule
20 year olds with beers in their
events? Whatever the desired efhands? Kenyon has been a haven for fect, it was lost on me. I found this
me in many ways over the past four editorial to bescathing, uncalled for
years, but as the actions of those "in and without any merit whatsoever.
charge" increase I begin to feel a bit It merely discounted all the hard
suffocated by those looking out for work and effort that Social Board,
my "best interest." Nexl thing I maintenance, security, members of
know there will be nutrition advithe SAC and numerous othervolunsors in the dining halls making sure teers put into TJJe Journey. All this
I get something from each of the time I thought the purpose of the
four food groups and a campus wide Collegian was to report on campus
curfew because none of us are get- events and offer constructive comting enough sleep. .
mentary on issues important to the
Corne on Kenyon, stop trying
student body. You have proven me
to raise us and stick with educating
wrong.
us, you haven't exactly perfected
that yet.
-&rahSta_'03
-Julie Foxworthy '01
SocIal Boon! Chalr

Kenyon students don't need a babysitter
As I looked over the headlines on the front page of the Nov.
2nd Collegian, arguably the most
important news our community
has to offer, I was struck by a
theme: smoking problem brought
to trustees and rugby initiation
busted. In the past weeks I have
overheard various conversations
that lead me to believe this general theme of paternalism is grow·
ing stronger. I thought the Community Advisors in place of House
Managers was an odd change too,
but it didn't bother me much, especially since it hasn't effected me
much. But when the trustees start
talking about smoking, instead of
the plethora of other issues on thiscampus that should be concerning
them, I
angry. I mean really, one
would think the trustees might
spend more of their time following
up on our recent heated campus debates over gender-based discrimination at Kenyon (I suppose bop-
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Close ele~tI.on a .s~mptom Pop culture elections for our impatientsociety!
ofBYproblems
IIIpolitics today Candidates prove their worth by 'surviving' campaign
llEWELLYN JONES
Political Columnist
Kenyon College Republicans

decision not to use Clinton in his
campaign demonstrate
the deBY LUKE WITMAN
gree to which focus groups have
News Assisrane
determined his every move.
Kenyon College Democrats
This quickly turned into a
serious problem for Gore. People
If the political circus of the
knew he had flip-flopped on is- -pasr two. weeks has shown the
sues such as homosexuality and
American voter anything at all,
gun control.
By themselves,
it has shown that the election
these things
could just be
process is in peril. For the first
changes in his beliefs over a long
time in American history, there
period of time. But then there
is a strong possibility that the
were lingering questions about
man taking the inaugural oath
fundraising
in 1996, coupled
will not be the choice of the
with numerous factual distorpeople. The man chosen to lead
tions on the trail in 2090, and
this country for the next four
people soon got the picture that
years may not have been truly
the vice president has a serious
chosen at all.
credibility problem. The 2000
If AI Gore concedes
the
election, as the Gore party sbould
Sunshine State to his Republican
have been hoping for, turned out
opponent, the people of Florida
largely to be an endorsement of
will have elected a president by
the status quo. Gore, after eight
punching out the wrong hole on
years as veep, failed to associate
their ballots. Citizens of Palm
himself as a status quo candidate
Beach County have attested to
in good times. Bush convinced
their Election Day confusion.
people he would keep the prosThe sequence of candidates on
perity rolling, while bringing a the ballot obviously induced a
change in dignity and honor to significant number of Gore supthe White House.
portersto accidentally
vote for
Unfortunately, it is still unReform Party candidate
Pat
determined if tbe White House
Buchanan.
moving van should be headed for
In a county that garnered 20
Austin, or just up Massacbusetts
percent of the Buchanan-vote for
Avenue. The November 7 electhe entire Slate of Florida, it is
tion debacle is 001 entirely Ihe inpainfully obvious that enough
evilable result of a very close
Palm Beach County. voters
election. The national news memispunched their ballot cards to
dia, particularly network televibridge the slim gap that currently
sion, committed one of their all
separates the leading candidates.
time biggest screw ups. UnfortuAnd now George W. Bush's
nately, the media is the only one
legal learn is fighting to halt a
available to report on the media,
recount of the Florida ballots.
and of course, a system without
Well. I for one wholeheartthe proper checks and balances
will remain unfixed.
L

Unfortunately,
the 2000
presidential election will be- determined in the courts. Either a
gutsy callor deliberate inaction
by. some ostensibly
unbiased
black robes behind a bench will
decide the "will of th people."
However, while they may take
weeks to resolve this conflict,
we already have some hindsight
with which to analyze Ibis race.
The Bush campaign made
both the biggest blunder and the
most accurate comment of this
ejection. The decision nOI 10
spend valuable days in Midwestern swing states during the final
two weeks of the campaign cost
them a comfortable victory. At
the same time, they didn't realize how right they were when
they said "AI Gore will say and
do anything to win."
Despite the Bush team's
miscalculation
on the final
travel schedule 'and bad reading
of the retiree thermometer with
regards to Medicare, theirs was
the superior campaign. A sitting
vice president in an administration . with
record
setting
economy and approval ratings
has an enormous advantage.
AI Gore proved to be inept
at staking his claim to all that is
good with America right now.
Instead of offering to be the vehicle by which America could
continue moving forward, Gore
reverted to divisive populist
rhetoric. He sowed differences
in class; down with the "Greedy
Corporations."
Oops, unemAfter the second network
ployment is at a 30 year low, and
"call" of Florida. Vice President
those corporations are the ones
Gore actually called Governor
supplying the jobs. Gore pitted
Bush and conceded
the race.
seniors against people in their
When it turned out thai Florida
20s and 30s, suggesting
that
was much closer than it apBush wouldn't pay people their
peared, Gore logically retracted
social security. The NAACP's
his concession to wait for the read, which Gore could have eascount. Unfortunately, since that
ily had withdrawn and which he time, Bill Daley and Warren
played up in the debates, sought
Christopher have been waging a
to emotionalize the race issue by
nasty political battle to try and
highlighting the Texas murder of steal the election.
James Byrd. Governor
Bush
After the initial recount-srightly noted that under Texas'
sanctioned by the narrow margin
system of justice, the killers had
of victory-turned
out in favor
been sentenced to death.
of Bush. the Gore campaign
Gore's message ran into
threw their integrity out the winmore trouble because it wasn't
dow in an attempt 10 win at all
backed by principles,
as was
costs. Initially, they claimed they
Bush's. Because Gore tailored
would abide by the recount and
his message entirely to the satwait for the overseas ballots. But
isfaction of the focus group, he they soon reneged on this promwas hampered from speaking
ise demanding hand recounts to
from the heart while on the
try and change the outcome in
stump. Bush's enormous tax cut
Florida in order for tbe "will of
-did not go over well with focus
the people" to prevail.
groups, who wanted much more
It remains a mystery how
to pay dawn the debt than to reBill Daley can assume a 150,000
ceive so large a tax break. Howvole margin with almost a milever, nobody doubted Bush's
lion and a half ballots uncounted
sincerity when he made his pitch
nationwide
dictates a definite
for smaller government
and
nalional voice in favor of one
criticized
Gore for favoring
candidate. The election results
larger government ..Gore's reecclearly show that turnout was up
lions to events such as the Elian
in swing states such as Florida,
Gonzalez custody case and his but unchanged or lower in many

x

edly support Bush's lackadaisical treatment of democracy. The
amount of time I have spent riveted to CNN over the past two
weeks has shown me that Americans take the election process
much too seriously. And I congratulate the Republican candidate on showing Americans that
it doesn't matter which candidate
gets the most votes as long as a
winner is declared sometime between Wheel of Fortune and

Letterman.
Perhaps Bush should take
some examples from popular culture on how to make the election
process more palatable to his
ephemeral tastes. It would be a
shame for future presidential
elections
to extend beyond
'prime time.' I don't think it is
premature to start planning it:

Election 2001. Survivor.
Forget that pesky nuisance,
the American voting public. Just
drop off 16 presidential candidates on a deserted Pacific Island
to battle the elements and the immunity challenges for a chance
to win the presidency
of the
Unites Slates and a brand new
Pontiac Aztec.
Who wouldn't tune in every
Wednesday night for a chance to
see George W. lounging around
the campfire au natural or to see
AI Gore shoveling moth larvae
into his mouth at lightning speed.
Not only would it be good politics, but it would be good television. And the Bush legal team
wouldn't have to wait for any

pesky recount. People could just
leaf through their TV Guides to
find out when Jeff Probst will be
counting the final ballots.
Surely island politicking
would be completely
out of
hand---candidates bartering ambassadorships
for papaya and
such-but
I might trust this system of politipal appointment mote
than the notion of letting George
W. Bush hand pick four new members to the US Supreme Court.
On Election Day 2004, the
last two remaining islanders will
meet in the middle of the jungle
to be questioned by the seven candidates most recently voted off the
island. -At about 9;30 p.in. Eastern Standard Time, the fallen candidates will file into a bamboo voting booth to cast their respective
ballots. And in time to get 8 hours
sleep before work the next day,
there will be a new leader of the
free world.
So I for one advise Florida
democrats. to stop fretting about
the unquestionable lack of validity in Palm Beach County ballots.
Stop worrying about annoying recounts and other acts of democracy. The most important tbing is
that we get this pesky election
over with as soon as possible.
~--yotel'S wo: can only hope
that the next presidential election
spares us the November stress of
Bush versus Gore. I rest assured
the next president will be the one
who outwits.
outplays
and
outlasts-c-at least for the durn!ion
of his time sial.

-'

other states. How does Bill
Thankfully, the Secretary of
Daley know the "will of the
Stale in Florida appears to be a ~-*,
-n. 1ft......... • .l-W."
people" who may have otherwise . law-abiding citizen.As such, she
~r
-.;.....
voted had they not been residing
required counties tt) tum in cerin a state that was set for one
tified counts by five p.m. on
'ft~~
candidate? Has he included the
Tuesday,
November
14. Of
..,t.:Ia.;Ia.;I
will of the people who may not
course, Bill Daley wants an exhave voted in the Florida pan•CD
S•• I_Po'"lslln', Tou.
ception to this law so that he can
handle because of the media's
have select counties hand count
•
liD· Jamaica· Ac:lpulca
call?
• FIalldl • 10blllOS
their ballots. Furthermore,
he
• IN Orllus
It remains a mystery why,
pretends to be unable to underdespite the fact that there are
stand why hand-counting could
S,ocl.11l1n .... FREEtllps
counting irregularities
nationbe less accurate than a machine,
anorU 'a ."up. lid
wide, Bill Daley thinks West
when the people doing the hand
slu~.nt
a/flniz.Uans
Palm Beach and three other
counts are using techniques such
counties
are the only places
U.II
Iv.dl
as the "light test" and bickering
where voters are having their
Dlo·
llnal.1
over the "pregnancy" of punches
voices suppressed. And if not,
and partially punched holes!
CIII Leisure Tour. lar fRfE I.'e:
why are those the only places
In the end, this election will
that should be addtessed?
be settled in truly American
In all likelihood, voters in
fashion, in the courts. And unWest Palm Beach county were
fortunately, the big winner will
confused
into voting for Pat
be Bill Clinton. He was upset
Buchanan instead of AI Gore.
that Gore didn't let him camHowever, the ballot that conpaign for him. and thus, unlike L....L...L_
fused them was created by a
Ronald Reagan, Clinton could
democrat, approved by all the
nor further his Own legacy by
proper authorities, published in
carrying the White House for his
the newspaper and distributed to
vice president.
However, his
every registered
voter in the
legacy will live on in whatever
county three weeks before the
illegitimacy people perceive in
election. Not surprisingly,
the
the next president, for it will be
democrats in Florida arc calling
the Clintonesque
disregard for
for a revote and claiming they
the law the democrats have demhave been maligned. To top it onstrated this week that will prooff. Ihey are suing each olher
vide the skepticism for years 10
over their own mistakes!
come.
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BY NORA JENKINS
Opinions Coordinator

Reflections from the colored
squares of glass set into the windows bounce off the floor and walls
as you walk up the main staircase
of the new math and physics building.
On each floor of Tomsich
Hall, the new chemistry building
named in honor of Kenyon trustee

Robert Tomsich, there arc study
lounges looking out into the woods,
filled with couches and comfortable chairs. The lecture hall is
spacious, with long while tables
and stadium-style seating, and the
front wall is covered with huge
sliding chalkboards. Even the laboratories arc beautiful.
"The building is very aesthetically pleasing-visually,
it's
lovely," said Professo rof Chemistry and chair of the chemistry
department John Lutton. "The architect was concerned
about
making the building light and airy,
with lots of windows. It almost
doesn't look like a science building."
Graham Gund, the principal
architect for the science complex,
is a Kenyon alumnus whose family-the Gunds of Gund Hall and

B~tsrW~lch

The inside of one of the new high-tech laboratories in Tomsich Hall.
Gund Dining Hall-have
strong
ties to the college.
Aesthetically, Tomsich Hall
is certainly an improvement over
Philip Mather Hall, the previous
location of the chemistry department. That building, which was
built in 1962, served the needs of
faculty and students well for many
years, but there have been major
changes in the sciences since then,
and it has been rendered somewhat
obsolete. In the 60s, computers
were huge machines that took up
entire rooms, and much of the other
technology commonly used in [abo-

ratories today had not yet even been
invented.
Philip Mather had problems
with temperature control, which
made it difficult for professors and
advanced students to make certain
reactions occur Orisolate some compounds. There was not enough
ventilation, and there were only a
few hoods in each teaching laboratory, forcing students to either take
turns or to perform experiments
outside of the hood. The new building uses modern technology to
assure that the temperature can be
regulated more carefully, audit also

contains a computerized system
of vents and a hood for each table
in the teaching labs.
"The improvements have
been meaningful-beller
classrooms, a major improvement in
computer projection capabilities
in the classroom, which enables
us to use modern computer technology," said Lutton. "I think
that the reaching labs are quite
improved as well. The biggest
improvement is in the organic
laboratory, because now students
can always work in the hoods.
We've always been very careful
about chemicals in the labs, but
this is an added safety measure."
In addition to the two new
buildings that have been added
to the science complex, Higley
Hall, the biology building, is receiving new molecular biology
facilities that are expected to be
completed duri ng second semester. "It gets us closer to what we
envision in this department for
the future," said Professor of
Biology and chair of the biology
department Harry Itagaki. "One
thing we're doing is fusing research and teaching areas, and
the new addition will give us two
labs for this purpose."
Prior to the construction of

the new buildings, the math department was scattered throughout
Ascension, Sam Matherand Peirce.
Only Phillip Mather and Samuel
Mather Halls were connected to
each other. Not only are all of the
sciences, including psychology,
now housed in adjacent buildings,
but there are also connecting walkways between the new buildings.
Molecular biology major Cat
Beck '02 feels that this is a definite
improvement. "I think that the new
buildings represent a literal and figurative connecting bridge between
math, chemistry, biology and physics departments. With molecular
biology and biochemistry being in
the same area, there can be more
collaboration between the different
departments, and it also makes it
easier to share equipment. There
can be more courses that involve
different departments,
such as
classes that incorporate math and
biology."
Besides the facilities themselves, the science departments
are also receiving other new improvements.
A new nuclear
magnetic resonance spectrometer
will be installed in Tomsich Hall
in the next month, and the biology addition
will feature
a
microscopy room.

Alumna Elizabeth Hieronymous
explains the allure of Gambier
,

BYJILL SALMON
SraffWriter
Many Kenyon seniors feel
regret at the thought of leaving
Kenyon this coming May. They
dream of enjoying campus without late night trips to the library
or the pressures of tests and papers.
One such grad, Elizabeth
Hieronymus,
is living such a
dream by working for Kenyon
as the Assistant Director of the
Office Of Alumni and Parent Relations and Annual Funds.
Her position entails working with student
groups on
campus such as the Student
Alumni Association, overseeing
all on-campus Phonathons, managing the Class Agent program
for Alumni and helping plan
class reunions.
Hieronymous graduated in
1999 with a major in psychology
and a minor in anthropology. She
owns a house in Gambier, has a
puppy named Sierra and volunleers ar the Kokosing Gap trail in
her spare time.
TKC: Did you travel, work, or
attend grad school elsewhere before returning to Kenyon?
EH: I graduated from Kenyon in
May of 1999 and moved back to
Pacific Palisades, Calif. for several reasons. My parents were
there, and I missed being close to
them. I could not find agood job in
Knox County. My significant

other, Jaime, and I thought the job
prospects would be better out there
and decided to give it a try, out
west. You know, "Go West young
man/woman!"
While in California, I worked
as a temp for a company called
Brain Trust, doing internet work
and marketing. After that position'
ended, I took a position as Insurance Manager for Dr. Richard L.
Jacobson in Pacific Palisades. His
was a very fun office to work in,
and we had many famous clients
such as Brad Pitt, Sharon Stone
and wrestlers Chyna and HHH.
The glamour of L.A.
However, afterseveral months
in CA, we were tired of city life and
decided to make the move back to
Gambier.
We returned in May
2000, just in time for graduation
and the opening celebration of the
90076 caboose which sits next to
the Gambier
station
of the
Kokosing Gap trail. Jamie and his
father did most of the restoration of
the caboose, so we wanted to be
back for that.
TKC: What circumstances influenced your decision to return to the
Kenyon/Gambier area?
EH: My specific motivations for
returning to Gambier included
wishing to return to the Gambier
community
where I had fond
memories and many friendships
and love the small town atmosphere, re-joining the College
Township Fire Department, which
I was a member of as a student,

buying a house where I could have
a large garden and pets, working for
Kenyon, hopefully in the College
Relations Department. Also [I was]
influenced by Jaime, my significant
other, who wished to return to Gambier, where he grew up.
TKC: Are you happy with your decision? What are some of the
positives and what are some of the
specific negatives about remaining
in the area?
EH: Yes, I am very happy with my
decision to return to Gambier. Some
of the positives are gelling tosee my
professors and administrators as
friends and co-workers, living in a
great small town where everything
is conveniently
located, being
around wonderful people and being
in a job where I get to work with
wondetful Kenyon students. I also
have a lot more free time than when
I lived in the big city, giving me
time to work in my garden, go for
runs with my friend Carrie and fix
up our new house.
Some of the very few negatives
are lack of good ethnic food that we
had constant access to in California,
and the cold winters. Plus, I am not
currently a member of the College
Township Fire Department as I
hoped to be, due to unfortunate circumstances, and I miss very much
serving the community in that way.
Despite
the
negatives,
Hieronymus is charmed by the community and she has no plans to leave
Gambier in the foreseeable future.

If you

could add any sandwich to the deli
menu what would it be?

"My yummy sandwich would have
tomato and basil cream cheese, feta
cheese, cucumbers,
artichoke
hearts, lots of mustard and it would
be free! Oh, and on a garlic bagel."

-Alexis Pace '04

"A hot Italian sub."

~ody

Hoadres'04

''Turkey, cucumber, Brie, tomatoes,
basil and mustard-I
would call it
the SNT."

-EDen Hurst '02

"Bacon cheese burgers."

•

-Liz Stan '01

By Julia Maloney

BYMEUSSADUKE
StaffWricec

BY LOGAN WINSTON
Staff Writer

Themainphilosopbiesbehind
the KGB are pretty simple: eat
~d
food, enjoy fun people and
learn how to cook new meals.
These philosophies are in acccrdance with Plaster's reasoning for
founding the club.
"The food around here isn't
that good," said Plaster. "The only
thing I knew how to cook was
steak. Then I thought, 'there's
bound to be some people who like
grilling and know how to cook

other things.' That's where I got
the idea,"
Some joined the club for the
cooking, some joined for the sociaJizing and some joined for the
food, AJ. Franz '04 explained that
he joined the club because, "I like
"0 eer!"
Despite the impending winter,
Plaster plans on frequent barbecues.
The
weekend
after
Thanksgiving break, the KGB will
be grilling ribs,

=::~::-:=""

BY RACHEL HECHT
Staff Writer
Initiated by a Snowden house
manager many years ago, off-cam.
pus studies presentations, informal
gatherings where students who
have been abroad share their expe-

riences, have been going on at the
Snowden multi-cultural center
ever since.
Monday's presentation featured seniors Julie Foxworthy and

Brad Driefuss sharing stories and
memor~ of their semester in
NepaL

Director of International Education, Barbara F. Hamlet.describes
ocs presentations as "very informal and completely organized by
students."

Off -campus studies presentations are a way for students
considering going abroad to hear
first -hand accounts ofthe personal

experiences and reflections of
Kenyon students who have actu-

ally been abroad.
Unlike various posters, bro.
chures and hand-outs, which can
be a valuable resource, off-campus studies presentations provide
students with an inside view that
cannot be found in printed materials, These presentations can help

sive about the interview, but says
they should have nothing to fear
in the interview process,
The most popular destination
for studying abroad, according to
Hamlet, is Britain, followed closely
by parts of Asia, Australia and
parts of Latin America, specifically Chile and Argentina.
Foxworthy decided to study
in Nepal because she wanted to
examine life in a developing
country,
, "I learned what parts of me
were dictated by society and what
parts of me were just Julie. In
Nepal, I was just Julie making
decisions," she said, reflecting On
herexperience.There are many discoveries made while living abroad.
Foxworthy shared her view of the
most valuable lesson to be learned
from studying abroad.
"You can learn what parts of
you are really you. People can be
really wrapped up in Kenyon and
in what's going on at Kenyon, but
when you're studying abroad, your
whole world can be completely
opened up," she said.
Look for the upcoming offcampus studies
presentation
Monday, Dec. 4~8
p.m. in
Snowden and sharm'the
experienees of classmates,

•
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Intense monologues make thesis Bashing success .
BYGIL REYES
Editor-In-Chief

j

r

!J. YOl; Go
What: Neil Labute's

The Kenyon College Dance
and Drama Club's next theatrical offering, Bash, pushes extremes and expectations.
Playwright
and filmmaker
Neil
Labute's series of three one act
,plays wilt be performed at 8 p.m.
in the KCThcaler Friday Dec. 1
and Saturday Dec. 2 in partial
fulfillment of Tracey Moulton's
senior exercise in drama.
Labore,
known for such
films as In the Company of Men
(1997), Your Friends and Neighbors (1998)
and this year's
Nurse Belly, excels in unsettling
audiences. With Bash, as in his
films, he presents the audience
with the familiar only to undermine it in very disturbing ways.
"These seemingly
normal
people are taking two steps too
far," said Moulton. "[The play is
about] the ability of normal
people to do horrible things."
Director Taryn Drongowski
, ~01clarified this, saying: "given
certain circumstances."
There are three sections of
the play: "Iphigenia in Orem"
with Weston Pew '02 as a traveling businessman,
"Medea
Redux"
with Moulton
as a
woman giving testimony at a
police station, and " A Gaggle of
Saints" with Moulton and Dave
DeLucia '03 as Mormon college
students
Sue and John. The
scenes are related in theme, but

Bash
When: Friday Dec. 1
& Saturday Dec.
2,8p.m.
Where: KC

.

nor in plot. The two monologues

followed
by the two person
scene take the form of intense
confessionals.
'''[The audience] will have
the recognition
and reversal.
Each [character] has a bomb they
are going
to drop,"
said
Drongowski.
Labute uses American cliches and pop psychology to turn
audiences' expectations on head.
He draws on imagery from the
Bible and Greek mythology as
well as from Mormonism, practiced by three of the four characters and Labute himself.
Drongowski
and the cast
considered trimming parts of the
lengthy monologues, but found
the writing to be too tight.
"The words speak for themselves. The words are so messed
up that you don't have to be
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are assistant
director
Erin
Dowdy '01 and stage manager
Didi Blake '01.

Tickets for Bash are $1 and
can be bought in the Bolton box
office the week prior to the show.

.

Biggest exhibit of the year emphasizes importance of more visual arts at Kenyon

'7hAtus :

Movie.line: 392.2220

Holly Harris

Weston Pew '02 reads &om his monologue in Bash, starrring Tracey
Moulton '01 ro be performed Friday and Saturday, Dec. I & 2 in the KC.

'Paper Routes' opens tonight in Olin

•••••••••••••••••

: ~~

messed up too," said Moulton.
"II's some of the richest writing
I've ever heard."
Opening in New York just
last year, Bash is a recent addition to the theatrical
scene.
Moulton saw productions of the
play in both London and Los
Angeles. The Los Angeles production featured the original
American
cast of Calista
Flockhart in the roles Moulton
will play, Paul Rudd and Ron
Eldard. In comparing the two
productions,
Moulton felt the
London cast was better than the
one in L.A. According
to
Moulton, the London performance was "more toned down
and relaxed. It seemed like the
others were reaching. Especially
Calista Flockhart who was just.
out of control."
Unusually for a senior thesis production, Bash will be performed in the KC Theater. "The
• play lends itself to being performed in an intimate environment," said Drongowski. "It is
disappointing
not to have the
~HiII[Theater] because we'd like
to have more people see it, [but},
the upside is that it will make the
show much more intense to be
in such proximity to the actors,"
Assisting in the production

BYADAMSAPP
A& EEdiror

It is usually taken for granted,
thrown away, recycled, wrote on,
marked all over, used for spit balls,
burnt or even wadded up, but
sometimes an artist clairvoyant
enough to see it differently use it
to teach, educate and to inform.
Paper Routes 2000, the Olin
Gallery's newest exhibition will
showcase 13 Ohio artists who 'see
it differently' as it opens tonight
with a formal gathering from 7 to
9p.m.
. The exhibit features 13 Ohio
natives who were winners of an
artist fellowship from the Individual Artist Program sponsored
by the Ohio Arts Council (OAG
and the Southern Ohio Museum in
Portsmouth, Ohio. Through the
medium of paper, entrants were
asked to create a work of art. After submissions, winners were chosen and allowed to exhibit their
work at as part of a traveling visual arts menagerie which is currently touring the state. The Olin
Art Gallery is the third venue for
Paper Routes 2000. Previous
showings were held at the Southern Ohio Museum and at the Ebert
Art Center at the College of
Wooster.
The actual show is much
larger than Kenyon's very small
space can house. Olin Art Gallery
director Dan Younger explained
the process of selecting which
works would come to Kenyon was

'It is my hope that this exhibit may help to
educate the Kenyon community in regard to
the essential role that the visual arts play in
our lives.'
-Dan Younger
difficult but necessary.
"It is a large and ambitious
show, and the Southern Ohio Museum has a gallery space that is
larger than ours. We would like to
have brought the full show here,
but because of the limited space in
the Olin Art Gallery, we had no
choice but to edit the show down
substantially," said Younger. "Our
first priority [in selecting which
works would come to Kenyon]
was a balanced representation of
all the artists, so the work was not
chosen by medium, but with the
requirement that all artists are represented," he said.
The idea of the show is to take
a common vehicle, paper and ereate from and in it a visionary, artistic and expressive design that
will represent both a particular artist and at the same time the ideals
of a common humanity.
"Many of our exhibitions are
limited to solo artist shows, and
again,this is influenced in part by
the fact that we do not have the
space to host larger shows that, like
this one are more diverse in terms
of race, concerns and media of a
number of ~
or like others,
might address the complementary,

varied aspects of acuratorial theme
from the point of view of several
artists," said Younger.
Tonight at the opening, the installations will be complete and the
celebration of the winners will begin. Enhanced coincidentally by
a Kenyon connection, 1973 graduate Kay Koeninger, who was commissioned by the exhibitors to
write the introductory essay of the
forty-page, color-illustrated profile
catalog. The catalog includes biographies of all 13 artists and their
works and will be free to all attending tonight's formal opening.
Younger is quick to point out
that this show will be one of the
biggest ones to hit Kenyon this
year.
"Beyond my belief in the
work and the artists, one of the primary reasons for bringing this
show to Kenyon is my hope that
its diverse menu of both media and
innovative methods of working
will benefit the scope of the-studio art department curriculum
here," said Younger.
"It is my hope that this exhibit
may help to educate the Kenyon
community in regard to the essential role that the visual arts play in

II VOl Co
What: "Paper Routes"
Ohio artists exhibit
opening
When: Tonight
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Where: Olin Galle
our lives, and the need to support
the artists in our local communities who contribute to a vital and
collective contemporary visual expression that enriches our lives,"
he said.
Tonight's opening festivlires
are free and open to the public.
Paper Routes will run tonight
through-Saturday December 16 in
Olin Gallery. Catalogs win only
be available tonight.
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Second City makes its second visit to the Hill
Large crowds anticipated at both performances of famed improv group's 'intelligent comedy' sketches
BYTRACYMIll.ER
A&EEditor
It'll be live from Gambier instead of New York, it'sbappening
on Friday night instead of Saturday and you 'probably won't recognize any of the performers'
names. But in this case. the next
best thing may bring just as many
laughs. Chicago-based comedy
troupe Second City will perform
Friday, Dec. 1, at7 and 10 p.m. in
Rosse Hall. The show is sponsored

by Social Board.
Now entering its 41st year.
Second City takes its name from a
deprecating remark made about.
Odcago in tbe New Yorker. However, in tbis case, the second city

had the last laugh. The modest
Chicagotheatergroup went on to
spawn similar ventures in Thronto
and Detroit, as well as a Second
a,y louring group. which is who
Kenyon will see. The group is espccially notable for the numberof
Saturday Night Live performers it

bas produced, including nan
Aykroyd, John Belusbi, Mike

when we talked to people arollDd
campus. they seemed very excited

Myers and Gilda Radnor.

about them coming back.

Last year's appearance at
Kenyon-c-the group's first-drew
a crowd befitting of its comedic
talent
"There was a huge showing
last year," said this year's Social
Board chair, Sarah Stauffer '03~
"They put on an amazing show.
They're a very funny group. [Social Board] thought they were a
worthwhil.e comedy troupe.cand

"There seems to be a large
interest in comedy on campus.just

Chicago-based improv comedy group Second City will bring its 41 yean of comedic expertise

to

based on how many [student-run]

comedy groups there are," Stauffer
continued. "Second City has a
reputation for being a very tal.
ented, very well-run comedy
group."
This reputation may have preceded Second City at Kenyon last
year-Rosse
Hall was more

Rosse Hall for rwershcws after Thanksgiving break.

II I'm C()
What: Second City
comedy troupe
When: Saturday, .
Dec. 1,7 and 10
p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
packed than a cabaret on Parent's
Weekend, forci ng students and faculty members to be turned away
at the door. The overwhelming
popularity
of Second City
prompted the scheduling of two
shows for this year. "Last year,
when people were sitting in the
aisles, the fire marshall was not
happy with us," said Stauffer.
So what makes Second City
such a must-see?
"This kind of comedy takes
such funny, witty people," said
Director of Student Activities
Claudine Gruenwald Kirschner.
"Even on Saturday Night Live ... ,'):~
the skits are very funny, but you
know they're scripted ... [Second
City] depends so much on audience participation; it changes every time. It's very intelligent humor."
Second City's two shows are
free and open to the public.

Booth is tsonga tsoloist in Chamber Singers concert
BY AqAMSAPP
A &tE Editor

.

If there is one word that illustrates the upcoming dual concert
by the Kenyon Community Choir
and Chamber Singers it would be:
a little bit of everything. Although
not one word, it is clearest way to
describe what will actually take
place Saturday December 2 at 8
p.m. in Rosse Hall.
Kenyon's Community Choir
is 132 members strong tbis year.
99 of those members are Kenyon
students and the other 33 are members of the Kenyon area community, Including
Gambier and
MOlin! Vernon residents and professors, faculty and staff. Director of both groups is Music Department Chair and James D. &
~Cornelia W. Ireland Professor of
Music Ben Locke. He is confident
about the upcoming concert, aJ..
thollghhe admits the musicand the
year have been challenging.
"The Community Choir is
tackling some challenging music.
They come to rehearsal witb a
great sense of enthusiasm and are
really producing a good musical
product," said Locke. "One oflbe
more difficult is by Venezuelan
composer Oscar Galian. It's a
modern jazz piece and has proved
to be a challenging piece," he said
. Along with modem jazz, audience members will hear advent .
SOngs,spirituals and appropriale1y
enough, Bach. Appropriate because it is the 2SOIh Anniversary
of his death in 17S0, whicb will

11 I'm C()
What: Kenyon
Community Choir
& Chamber Singers
concert
When: Saturday,
Dec. 2, 8 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
be commemorated by the singing
of his "Sanctus.' To contrast this,
also being performed will be
Beethoven's "Sanctus, Mass in C
Major ." Another name looming
large in music history classes will
also take center stage. Handel's
"Swell the Full Choirs." under the
able direction of junior music major Jessica Huff, will open the
Community Choir's portion of the
concert. Huffhas been responsible
for every aspect of the conducting,
meeting with locke weekly to discuss direction techniques and overall progress. The conducting exercise is part of an individual study
that Huff is undertaking this semester. As for the daunting feeling of having 132 singers moving
to your every command, Huff
takes it all in stride.
"Before this semester, all my
conducting experience had been.
with small groups, which is much
less stressful, however, I think that
I enjoy larger group:s more. The
first time I stood in front of the
Community Oloir I came upon the

Holly Harris

Kenyon Chamber S""'S"" will podOnn the fim Smuday back from break, December 2, .. 8 p.m, in Rnae lioii
realization that, if Iwere to move abroad swallowed many of last
my pinky finger up an inch in mid year's returning male singers. One
air, 132 people would react. How of those wbo did return, sophothey would react, of course, is moreAdam Booth, will be the feasomething we deal with in prac- tured soloist on the last piece of
tice," said Huff.
the night, a South African SpiriThe Chamber Singers en- tual in the Tsonga language, ajoint
semble, who are 52 members
choir selection featuring the now
strong this year, will also be per- standard Kenyon choir action, 'the
forming a plethora of unique
sway.'
songs, although Locke remains
Assuredly accompanying the
secretive about just exactly wbal choir in their sway will be Booth.
they are. However, there will be who has been hard at work memoan all women's piece for the lady rizing the proeuncietion of the difChamber Singem. who total 37 or ficult African language with lhe
52 members. This unusual step
help of Locke and his voice
was a result of the high turnover ~ reacher, adjuDCImusical inslJuctor
in men from this year to. last.
and performer, Abra Bush.
Graduation
and junior ycara
"I startedvoicelessonsthis~

mesler with Abra Bush and she has
helped me with the preparation. I
think that any time 1sing for and
with people lhal I highly respect
as musicians I'm a little more aer- ..
YOUS because their response to my
singing means a 101 10 me. Both
choirs have been completely encouraging and I'm really excited ~'
about this opportunity to sing with
them," said Booth.
Tsonga, German, English,
Modern Jazz and the staple swaying action of the Kenyon Cbamber Singers and tbe Community
Choir win permeate Rosse Hall •
Ileccmhor 2 .. 8 p.m. Tho perfoi.
mance tbe free and open to tbe
public.
.
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Company goes retro with 'That 70's Show'
IFYou Go

BY LUKE WITMAN
News Assistant
Company, Kenyon's music
theater troupe, is preparing for its
first concert of the academic year,
to be held Sunday, December 3 and
Tuesday, December 5. The concert
., will be the first two-night performance in two years.
"It's a shame to put thai much
work into a show and only perform
for one night," said Company
member Gil Reyes '01. "Plus, we
are hoping to attract a really big
crowd," said Reyes, "We think
word will get around by the second night."
The group will be performing
an eclectic mix of songs from a
variety of shows ineludingA Chorus Line, Goaspelt, Tommy, Pippin,
Rocky Horror Picture Show, Follies, Grease, A Little Night Music
and Chicago. The theme for the
performance is "That 70s Show,"
an evening of songs from shows
that made their debut in that de~.. cade.
The concert will be considerably different from Company performances of recent years in both
music and choreography.·
A
Kenyon student band will be 'accompanying the group for several
of its numbers, enhancing the musical theater experience. "Rock
operas were big in the 70's, and you
just can't do Tommy without the
band," said Reyes. This year also
marks a choreographic shift for the
Company, as the show will focus
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What: Company
performance
When: Sunday Dec. 3,

6 p.m. & Tuesday
Dec. 5, 8 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
much more on dance than it has in
the past.
Company member Phil Ross
'03 said that he has been having a
tremendous amount offun with the
group this semester. "We're trying
to make this one of the most fun
shows we have done," said Ross,
"and it appears to be shaping up
that way:'
AJ. Rourk '03 echoed Ross'
statements. "The best thing about
Russell Smith
being in the Company is that we
Company
cast
members
show
off
their
musi~
theater
talents
during
a
recent
rehearsal
for
the
year's
first show.
have a lot of fun," said Rourk.
"Even at rehearals, it's never just
'03, Lauren Newhouse '01, and
In addition to the opening number,
tions. Some of the scenes will feawork-we
have a good time."
Sara Beddow '02. Justin Marsico,
the Company will also be performture a handful of the It-member
Rourk is one of four new ad1999-00 Company member has
ing the song "Sing" from the mutroupe while others present the
ditions to the Company rosteathis
stepped
down from his role; as a
sical.
r
entire ensemble. The group will
semester. The other first-year
performer
to be the group's musiThe finale inn ensemble perendeavor
three psychedel.ic
members include Steven Bartek
cal
director
this semester.
formance of "Light of the World"
showstoppers framA Chorus Line,
'04, Anna Fisher '03 and Harrison
"The
musical
director is a
from GodspeU, a popular 1971 offPippin and Godspell,
Rivers '04.
very
important
position
in the
The concert will open with "I Broadway cult musical by Stephen
"I started off as a Company
group.
Justin
takes
his
job
very
seSChwartz. The group will also pergroupie," admitted Rourk, "but I Hope I Get It," the opening numriously,"
said
Reyes,
"He
spends
a
form the song "By My Side," from
ber from A Chorus Line, the 1976
auditioned this year and lucklly
lot
of
time
getting
us
warmed
up
the show, a musical rendition of the
Tony Award Winner by Marvin
made it. It has been nothing but fun
and really contributes a lot to the
Hamlisch. A Chorus Line is the Gospel according to Matthew.
since the beginning."
group."
Returning Company members
story of a group of. performers,
The Company will be perThe imow is free to the pubinclude
Reyes,
Celsea
Wurster
'02,
each vying for a place in the reteforming a montage of scenes from
lie.
Kaliis Smith '01, Ann Weinheimer
tively small cast of a touring show.
various musical theater prcduc-

FILM SOCIETY PREVieWS
Mikhalkov sBurntbylheSun(wm-

BY SARAH HART AND

ner of the 1995 Oscar for best
foreign film). The 1998 promotions also labeled it, Titanic-style,

DEVON DE MAYO

ColkgUzn Staff

as the biggest budget film in Russian history.

'Tbe Lost HODor of

Katbarina Blum.
Wednesday, Nov. 29,10:15
Higley Auditorium

p.m.

The Barber of Siberia resembies TiJanic also in its epic story
of flashbacks, thwarted lovers and

The 1975 German film ver-

ill-fated manmade folly.

sian of Heinrich BOil's novel is
'Set to contend Cdr numerous
particularly relevant in the wake _ Oscars (Mikhalkov chose to dub
of O.J. Simpson and Monica
more than 70 percent of the dia-

Lewinsky-style news se~tions.

logue in English), the film falls

The story follows Katharina
Blum (Angela Winkler), a young
Gennan maid who meets ludwig
at a party. She invites him home,
they make love and, in the morning, he is gone. In his place are the
police who are tearing down her
door seeking to arrest Ludwig for
terrorism. Katharina is arrested
instead and soon faces obsessive
tabloid reporters who destroy her
life and reputation.
BOlI'sbook is purported lobe
the result of his feud with a German tabloid. The film catches the
spirit of the book in a powerful
form and the message is very e1ear.

shortofexceIlent,thoughitisvisually stunning and captures the sense
of wonder true to Russian art.

The Barber of Siberia
Friday, Dec. 1,8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
The most hyped film in Russian history, The Barber a/Siberia
is Ihe follow-up to director Nikita

All About my Motber
Saturday, Dec. 2, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Winner of the best foreign film
Oscar this past year, All About My
Mother is a beautiful tale of one
woman's journey after her son is
killed.
Manuela, played by the stunning Cecilia Roth.ts a mother who
loses her son and realizes that her
son was burning to meet his father
and have hi. mother fulfill her
dreams of being an actress. This
makes Manuela decide to return to
Barcelona, where she met her exhusband, and try to find him to tell
him that he had a son. The major
catch is that her ex-husband is a
transvestite with a lot of baggage.

Bill's money andtbe ashes of Bill' s
Don Roos treads the line between
previous.lover w:ho died of AIDS.
smugly controversial and deliThis convoluted love triangle
ciouslyevil. RODS,who also penned
only begins the action which eventhe screenplay, opens the movie
with a slap as the narrator berates . tuaUy involves Bill's best friend
Lucia (Usa Kudrow), the sh~ff
the audience and mocks their ex(Lyle Lovett), Matt'sbitterex.-lover
pectations.
(Jason
Galecki) and many other
The narrator Dedee, played
characters.
with excellent brazenness by ChrisWhile the plot is often
tina Ricci, proceeds to walk into
conveJuted
and the characters
her gay half-brother's(BiII, played
sometimes
grating,
the cast is exby Martin Donovan) life with the
cellent,
with a particularly
The Opposite of Sex
intent to destroy. After seducing
astounding tum by Lisa Kudrow in
Wednesday, Dec. 6, 10:15 p.m.
his new boyfriend Matt (Ivan
a decidedly un-Friends-like role.
Higley Auditorium
Sergei) and announcing her pregThe Opposite of Sex will evoke
At times a little too self-satisnancy, Dedee flees with Matt to
fied, this film by first time dire"c~,o::r=,"L".A.
complete with $10,000 of laughs and disgust.

TIlls film blends comedy and
tragedy gracefully, while telling a
touching story with Complex characters. A totally en-American film,
All About My Mother succeeds at
showing us a world outside our
own that emotionally still moves
us. The supporting cast is noteworthy as well: Penelope Cruz (an
actress to watch) and Antonia San
Juan are both channing.
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Jackie Esworthy was killed by a drunk driver one week
after her high school graduation.
'.

•

What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

•

e
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50 free against the Division I
'The Ladies really stepped it up as a team and ,. University of Toledo over the
weekend.
Betsy Garratt
'03
just fed off of each other's amazing perforachieved
season
personal
bests
The women's swim learn has
mances and ended up beating Miami and Pitt.'
in the 100 and 200-yard breastdone well out of the box and looks
stroke at the Miami meet and
to defend their tille this year.
-Sarah Steen '01
the
200-yard individual medStarling November 1st the
swims."
ley
at
the 'Toledo meet ..
Miami
and
Pill.
women swam against
Ohio
Galloway added, "I swam'
This
past weekend in the
"What
was
so
significant
University
and lost 139-98.
third after two very strong
meet
against
Toledo, The Laaboul
our
performances
at
this
T..ney burned through the waswimmers.
Sarah Leone and
dies
"had
a
higher
level of inmeet,
is
that
we
were
in
Ihe
ter at a very successful
quad
Madeleine Courtney- Brooks. I tensity than the meet against
midst
of
really
intense
trainmeet against Miami of Ohio,
knew that I had a slight lead
Denison", said Carroll. Ashley
ing. Our bodies are very faUniversity
of Pittsburgh
and
going into my leg and I knew I Rowatt '03, however,
said,
tigued
right
now,
so
for
us
to
Noire Dame as well.
had to keep it and make it "Even though as a team it was
swim
at
that
level
right
now
is
. The final results: Kenyon
larger for Erica Carroll, as the
not our hest meet, it was by no
a good sign for the end of the
150 - Miami 142, Kenyon 148other teams have sprinters on means a failure:'
season."
Pittsburg 143 and Kenyon 101
the end of their relays."
At Denison, Carroll set a
In the 400 freestyle relay
- Noire Dame 191.
Galloway's
strategy
new
pool record in the 100
race
at
the
Miami
of
Ohio
The meet at Miami of Ohio
proved
to work as Carroll
backstroke
by a few tenths of
meet,
Sarah
Leone
'01,
was certainly
a great start to
plunged in after her and won
a
second
and
Rowatt set 8 new
Madeleine
Courtney-Brooks
the women's season. The Lathe race.
pool
record
in
Ihe 400'yard 1M
'02,
Beth
Galloway
'04
and
dies swam extremely
well
Aside from Ihe Miami of by 3 seconds.
Erica
Carroll
'01
beat
the
Diagainst some of the top learns
Ohio quad meet, the team has
Rowatt said, "Losing
to
vision I learns by a spectacuin Divsion I swimming',
had
many
other
exciting
Denison
righl
now
does
not
lar
margin.
Steen
said,
"They
Said Captain Sarah Steen
achievements
even though it is me.an' that they are a better
won by a land slide. They were
'01, "The most rewarding meet
very early in the season.
team this year. In fact, we areahead by 3/4 of the pool."
thai we have had yel this seaErica Carroll has already
a
much stronger team than we
"We
had
a
really
strong
son was OUf quad meet at Miqualified
for
NCAAs
in
the
200
were
last"year.
Swimming
400
free
relay,"
said
Cerroll.vlt
ami of Ohio. We went in just
and
100
back.
takes
patience
to
see results
was
an
exciting
race
because
wanting to do our best against
.Neala
~endall.
'OIl
and
our
long
year
of
hard work
the
meet
against
Pitt
and
Misome real stiff competition,
achieved a national cut 10 the ' will payoff in the end:'
ami
came
down
10
the
relay.
because
all those teams are
mile and Hillary .Strong '04
The team was able to pull
We had to win the relay in orDivision I with athletic schol~ad
an
excellent
mile,
~ccorda
win
for themselves
against
der
to
win;he
meets.
The
team
arships available to bring in reo .
mg.
to
Carroll
..
and
.achl~ved
8'
University
of
Toledo.
had
been
swimming
well
all
ally fast swimmers.
national consideration
lime.
Sceen said, "We learned
meet so the energy level was
"The Ladies really stepped
Galloway
has
been
a
from
our mistakes at Denison
really
high.
The
.four
of
us
00
it up as a team and just fed off
freshman
stand
out,
competing
on
Friday
and came back on
the
relay
just
fed
off
of
that
of each other's amazing perforon
the
top
relays
and
won
the
Saturday
with
a much better
energy
10
have
four
great
mances and ended up beating
BY JEN JUDSON
Staff Reporter

performance
against Toledo."
After a strong kick off to
the swimming
season,
the
women are looking forward to
their next meet where nine of
the top 'women swimmers are
going to University
of Nebraska to compete in an.iuvilational
called
the Husker
shootout where they will encounler very intense competition (four other Division I and
II schools will be at the meet).
The rest of the team will be
competing at Akron University
Friday
against
Akron
and
Clarion
University,
where
more of the women will get
their chance 10 qualify for nationals.
The focus of the Ladies
swimming team has not been
on achieving a winning record
although that will always be a
goal of the women's swimming
program.
Carroll
said, "Winning
will be the result of successful
swimming at the highest level.
One of Coach Steen's
'little
truths' is that you have to swim
your best against the best 10 be
the best. So we hope to meet
our season's
challenges
with
success. If we do that, we hope
the winning record will take
care of itself."
The Ladies appear strong
and confident this season.

•
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Team Openers Frida
.

.Lords Basketball
at Mt. Saint Joseph's, 6 p.m,
Ladies Basketball
at Univ. of Rochester, 6 p.m
Lords Swimming"
and
'
Ladies ,swimming
at Nebraska Univ. Shootout

~lI'lgeWasWngton University

f

There's only one thing better
than leading Kenyon's team
".
to victory- writing about
it. Tell ANDERSENTit's time
"for a free agent signing!
Sports is looking for writers,
lay-out assistants and more!

GW &muner Sesslom offers prograrm
from 70 different areas of study with DVeI"
500 courses from May to August
Sesslom start May 23 aOO july 9
• CoUrbi8n School 01Arts Ind Sciences
• SchaoI of BusIness and PubI~ ~
• GraclJaIe SChool 01 fclukJn IIId ..."... OMlopmenI
• SchaoI of EnglneerIng and Applied Science
• Elliott SChool 0I1nCemationII Alflirs
• School of Medicine and Heallh SCiences
• School of Public Health and Health 5er¥ice5

_IPI.

• Law SChool

• cenoer for

Dewklpmenl

• Off-Campus GrackIate
REGISTRATION

BEGINS

r e
1!y

WASlllNGTQN

....· ....._IOJ_
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MARCH Z8
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Kenyon Lords basketball team storms the floor
BYMIKE INlANDER
Sports Reporter
The leavesarcfinally
offthe
trees, the temperatures are dropping and that only means one
thing: the start of basketball season. Here in Lord country there
is reason to be optimistic.
Aftc::r the Lord's campaign
last year, there is virtu lilly nowhere to go but up.
Kenyon returns five players
that started at one point or another last year, including their
backcourt.
Last year Brian Porter '02
started every game at point
guard, while f1a,nk~d by allleague wing Chad Plotke '02 and
three-point
specialist
Nate
Aldinger '01. Plotke ISthe Lords
leading returniitg scorer.
Last year Aldinger finished
as the second best long-range
bomber in the NCAC and is a

solid finisher around the basket.
Porter's 6·2 frame should
help the Lords' match-up against
some of the bigger Iioe-ups
across the league, bUI his playing time, if not his starting position, looks like it will be challenged
by freshman
Neil
Ashman.
This Detroit product brings
quickness
and ball-handling
skills that will be crucial for the
Lords to utilize.
In'the paint the Lords have
to fill the void left by career
1000-pointscorerDaveHouston
'00.
It is likely that 6-6 powerforward Mike Payne '03 will occupy one block while David
Smydra '01 gets the call on the
opposing side of the lane.
However,
Payne is only
listed at 200 Ibs, light even for a
high school post player. Smydra
is one of the few seniors on the

Lords swim preview
BYJAY HEIMER
Staff Reporter

•Twenty-one

straight seasons. Enough said.
Since 1978 Kenyon has
been the only champion that
Division III men's swimming
has ever known.
This year the lords
are
poised to ::apture their 22nd
crown.
"Our team has been occupied with working
out the
kinks," said co-captain
Jess
Book 'OL
The Lords appeared to be
in good form in their meet Halloween weekend as they hosted
the NCAC retays,
in which
Kenyon look first out of the
eight teams competing.
The team began' their dual
meet schedule against Division
I Ohio University and came out
with a victory.
They followed that with an
easy
win
against
Ohio
Wesleyan.
The
men
traveled
to
Denison Friday and lost. II appeared to be a case of early seaSon rustiness.
"To put it mildly," said
Book, "this could be a very exCiting year. We have shown the
Iotalent, and we have shown the
?esire; the next step is putting
It together when it counts."
When asked which stars
will lead the team to the PromiS~dLand, the captains came up
WIthan interesting perspective.
~'I think that one of our
team's greatest strengths is in
the absence of stars," said cocaptain Brett Holcomb
'01.
"We have guys like Estevao de
Avila ['Oil
Tom Rushton
['OIl, Read 'Boon ['03] and
llOYd Baron ['01] who would

'OUf team has been
occupied with working
out the kinks.'
-Jess Book '01
be considered
stars on any
other team but at Kenyon are
key team players. It is through
this framework
that we are
able to succeed."
Book commented
on the
balance of this year's squad.
"I don't know if I would
say this team has 'stars"
said
Book. "In any given meet, we
may have different individuals
rise to the occasion. The star
is the swimmer who swims at
his highest
level when it
counts the most."
Although Kenyon won last
year's Division HI title meet
by more than 200 points, the
loss to Denison shows that Ihe
team has to work hard at practice to win another
laurel
wreath.
"I feel as though
our
toughest competition
for the
team title this year will be
Emory out of Atlanta.
Of
course, Denison will be in the
hunt, as seen last week in our
dual meet, however I believe
that Emory is the up and coming team 10 be reckoned with."
Before
dealing
with
Emory
next semester,
the
Lords travel to the Nebraska
University
Shootout
this
weekend
and then have the
Miami University Invitational
the first weekend in December.
Looking ahead 10 January,
the Lord:': will head west on tile
12th to swim against Oakland
University.
They take on
Bowling Green University on
the' 13th.

squad and thus will be asked 10
provide leadership, scoring and
strong post defense.
Freshman Andy Flores could
vie for a starling slot as well. The
Californian
does not have.the
height of Smydra or Payne but
does have the body to bang along
the blocks.
Further assistance
will be
provided, in the way of a scoring
punch off the bench, by sophomore wings Bruce Dotterrer and
John Campbell.
Senior Dan Houlihan has the
hard-nosed
Chicago mentality
that should see him turn into the
team's defensive stopper.
Where the Lord's might be
hurt the most is who is missing
from the team.
It looked to be an even more
powerful squad returning with
only one senior on last year's
squad.
However, juniors Brandon

Lute, Jake Greenspan, the teams
biggest
and most powerful
player. as well as emotional
leader George Kambanis have
left the team.
This makes one wonder not
only who will fill the shoes of
the Sf: players, but why these
three juniors would depart when
this team is bound for improvemcnt.
'
Another
quandary
su rrounding this season is whether
a team with seven freshman and
only three seniors can really
make the strides forward that
will be necessary for them to be
in the midst of toe NCAC mix.
Returning league champion,
Wooster is ranked third in the
national pre--!>c:lson division
three poll.
The Scots will be Kenyon's
biggest challenge of the season.
However, the telling tale of the'
season will be whether the Lords

can elevate their level of play
over the teams in the division.
The Lords kick their season off thls Prlday attne Mount
51. Joesph's Tournament. Mt.
St. Joesph did receive pre-season votes in the national poll,
although they are not ranked.
The Lions will be a good
measuring stick for Kenyon's
progress to date.
Look for an extensive
press for the majority of game
that is cause for many players
to see floor time.
This should
give the
coaching staff a good chance to
preview their talent in real
game action against solid competition.
·If second year coach Jaime
Harless, Kenyon class of '95,
plays his cards right, the Lords
should be in for an exciting season of marked improvement in
every facel of their game.

·ON THE HILL
,f
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Lords cross country team heads to regionals
BY OWEN BEETHAM
Sraff" Reporter
The Division
Orear Lakes Regional
Indiana proved to be
citing day for Kenyon

III NCAA
at Hanover,
another excross coun-

t')'.

In fact, the race proved to be
history in the making: "irnrnediately after the race, 'our entire
learn looked around the finish tent
and knew that we had qualified
[for the NCAA Nationals]," said
junior Cary Snyder. For the first
lime ever, the men's team qualified ror' the coveted National
Cross Country Championships.
The place of bailie was the
grueling Hanover Cross Country

course. Fighting their way through
rough terrain, numerous hills and
many 90 degree hair-pin turns, the
Lords battled to hold their place
instead of shooting for fast times.
When all was said and done,
the Lords found themselves in second place.
They defeated 33 of their competltors' teams and finished behind
only number one nationally ranked
Calvin College.
"The Lords ran an amazing
race. They. are a groupofvery dedicated and hard-working guys who
have developed themselves into
one of the lop teams in the nation,"
said Coach Duane Gomez.
Freshman Eric Koppert had
some words to describe his excite-

ment for the team's extraordinary
performance. "It was like delivering a scroll about
battle, except without a scroll or a bailie."
To secure their national
hopes, the top five Lords ran in a
tight-knit pack; all five finishing
within 1 :00 of the first Lords to
cross the finish line.
Sophomore Ben Hildebrand
'03 led the way, finishing sixth
overall in 25:51, securing the
team's
low-man
score.
Hildebrand's finish was the highest ever at regionals in Lords history.
Hildebrand said, "We finally
got to see what kind of competition we will face at finals.They
were good, but we stayed with

a

them, battling the entire race."
following close behind and
finishing in the top 20 were seniorVince Evener in 10th, sophomore Greg Remaly 13th andjunior Cary Snyder in 20th-each
securing a place on the All-Regional team.
Sophomore Mati Cabrera
rounded our the fifth spot as he
finished 27th in 26:57.
Andrew Sisson and Doppert
made excellent she- ....ings for
freshman, finishing 44th and
79th, respectively.
The Lords willleave Thursday for the NCAA Cross CounIry National Championships at
Whitworth College in Spokane,
Washington on Nov. 18.

The Ladies also had a good
showing this past weekend. In a rebuilding year, they continued to
show improvement, finishing seventh overall and second among
NCACleams.
The lOP two Ladies were
freshman Tenaya Britton, finishing
42nd in 20:13, and sophomore
Meg Diddle six seconds behind
Britton in 46th place.
Next, in the middle of the
purple pack, were senior Melissa
Hurley and freshman Kate Tully
'04 for 55th, as they both crossed
the line in 20:30.
Senior Erica Neitz finished as
the fifth point scorer for the Ladies.
The shy appears to be the limit for
the runners on both teams.

Earlham nips Lords football by 3 Lady B-Ball is ready
BY MIKE INLANDER
Staff Reporter
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In the final game of the season the Lords traveled 10 challenge Earlham and lost 22-19.
Despite
their
record,
Earlham has a defense that is imposing and a solid offense.
For this reason Kenyon was
considered by nearly everyone 10
be an underdog.
However, playing in their
last game. of the season, and for
the seniors the last game of their
careers, the Lords did not lay
down.
Coming out strong, Kenyon
pUI the ball in the end zone.
Sophomore running back Nathan
Swartz pus the Lords in front on
a one-yard scamper.
Although it didn't seem as
important at the lime, senior Chris
Moriarty was not able to capitalize on the extra-point.
Persisting Kenyon strung together another scoring drive.
This time an eight-play, a
touchdown pass from Tony Miga
'02 to Milan Perazich '04 capped
off a forty-nine yard push.
The freshman wide out had
an impressive afternoon as he
hauled in seven passes for sixtythree yards, including the sixyard touchdown.
Having nu-rsed the previous
extra-point the Lords attempted to
go for two, in an effort to gain
back the point.
However, .....hen a Miga pass
fell to the turf the Lords found
themselves only up 12~0. part
way into the second quarter.
Like thunder and lightning,
Earlham fired back against the
Lord defense.
first a thirty-four yard run by
Earlham halfback Darrian Story
put the opposition in the end zone
on only their second play of the
drive.
When thunder comes, Iight-

ing follows. In this case the lighting was Story again.
On the first play of the very
next drive Story found the end zone
again, this time on a sixty-eight
yard run.
After Earlham converted the
two point conversion and took with
them a 12-15 lead into the locker
room.
When Kenyon emerged back
onto the field they were not in
shock.
In the same prolific manner as
they started the game the Lords
struck first. After shaking off hanging defenders Miga found Andy
Pillay '02.
The junior receiver had snuck
behind coverage and waltzed into
the end zone for a fifty yard score.
The Pillay grab though was the
eleventh play of a ninety-two yard
drive that took up over five minutes of game time.
Moriarty did capitalize on the
extra-point and Kenyon retook the
lead 19-15.
The Lords defense worked as
a team all day and shook off their
first half blunders, holding the lead
deep into the fourth quarter.
With only four and a half minutes remaining in the game, the
Lords turned the ball over to the
home team, pinning Earlham just
yards away from their goal line.
However,
play after play
Earlham pushed forw ...rd mostly
through the air.
Senior Juslin Jones was able to
help the effort by averaging 34.9
yards a punt.
Senior captain Andrew Malone
grabbed the only interception of the
day.
Seniors Adam Exline and
Clinton Howarth each chipped in a .
sack with a punishing pass rush that
never let up throughout the afternoon.
It often looked as though the
defense would thwart the drive, but
long third-down conversions of first

fourty-one and seventeen yards
BY PETE COLLIER
kept the Quakers drive alive.
Staff Reporter
Allowing long gains on third
The 2000-2001
Kenyon
and fourth down has been somewomen's
basketball
team
is not
what commonplace for the Lords
taking anything for granted. The
all year.
NCAC tournament champions
Continuing to fight, Kenyon
from last year are gearing up for
stopped Earlham on the next three
another strong season this winter,
plays, forcing fourth down.
but arc making sure not to look
However,' scramb ling sophomore quarterback Quincy Adams
too far ahead.
found a receiver thirty-one yards
"We never talk about national
down the field for what would
championships, we talk about one
turn out to be the winning score.
game at a time and we let the rest
The Lords comeback attempt
take care of itself," said sixth year
in the game's remaining moments
coach Suzanne Helfant;
were resigned to a Miga lntercepHelfant, who has compiled
tion in the Earlham secondary by
an impressive 86-42 record with
sophomore Chad Berndt, as well
the Ladies, has set up a solid founas a roughing the kicker call, by dation for the team to build on.
Pillay, on the Quakers fourth
"Our goals are to establish a condown.
sistent work ethic which will enThe penalty extended the
able us to improve on daily baEarlham drive, as the Quakers ran sis," she explained.
out the clock.
Kenyon opens their season
The three-point
defeat
Friday
afternoon
against
marked the Lord's fifth loss of the
Bridgewater State (MA), in the
season by eight points or less.
first game of 2000 at the UniverKenyon finished the year with a sity of Rochester Tournament.
3-7 record.
Helfant has yet to post the startIt is not completely surprisers, however, as there are many
ing that the Lords did not win the
players she feels could step up and
close games.
playa key role this season.
With twenty-two freshmen,
"We have a lot of experience
only five seniors who saw signifiand depth, and we got in very talcant playing time and a weak
ented new players," senior guard
kicking game, you do not expect
Jad a Twedt commented. Twedt,
to win close games, particularly
one of the many Ladies who
when you are not used to winning
helped kenyon hit an NCAC
them.
leading 145 three pointers last
While some might find it season, says this year could be
hard to say the team had a sucespecially challenging due to imp
cessful season, it appears as
proved competition. "Our conferthough they have put themselves
ence has gotten a lot stronger, and
in the right position for the up~ there aren't any easy games."
coming year.
Ohio Wesleyan, a team that
All of Kenyon's offensive
finished 14-2 within the conferskill players return, and if the
ence last year,looks to be the main
Lords can come through with a rival. OWU's potent offense avsolid recruiting class they should
eraged 71.2 points per game last
find themselves right in the midst
season, but Kenyon plans to stifle
of the NCAC mix for the next
the Bishops with their stingy decouple years. Next season's
fense. The Ladies allowed a conschedule will be out soon.

a

ference low 53.2 points per game
in '99-'00.
Senior post player
Megan Hill, a strong force underneath, knows Kenyon must use
their depth and defensive intensity
to be successful. "Every player on
our team is a key player," she said,
"we want to again be one of the pest
defensive teams in conference."
Kenyon will also have to cope
with the loss of last year's NCAC
Player of the Year Stephany
Dunmyer '00. ··We wiJl miss her
leadership
and
basketball
talent,"Heifanl said, vbut no one
'player makes or breaks6team
as
long as they believe in.the importance of unity." Dunmyer, a 5'7;'
point guard, led the conference in
scoring last season with 17 points
per game, and finished third in assists with 4.2 per game.
Twedt, coming off a strong
season which eamed her an NCAC
honorable mention, agrees that losing Dunmyer will not make the difference. "Stephany Dunmyer is an
amazing basketball player," she
said, "and I know that other teams
in the conference think that we will
not be competitive without her. But
we know we'll be very competitive
this season."
On November 27, the Monday
students return from Thanksgiving
break, Kenyon plays their first
home game against non-conference
opponent John Carroll. The game
will be played at 7:30 p.m. in the
Tomsich Arena, and a large crowd
is expected. "We always say that we
have the best fans in the NCAC,"
Hill commented, "and we are hoping to have the same support ItS we
did last year."
It should be an exciting season
for Ladies basketball, as one game
at a time they will put their skills
to the test against a talented conference. The squad looks to depth
and determination to carry them
back 10 the NCAA's and a chance
at the national championship.
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